A new pace
for the digital age

United Defense is changing and fast — our skills and capabilities to produce the world’s leading armored track vehicles and shipboard weapons have been vastly expanded. Systems integration, electronics and software development command our attention in pursuit of new technologies for defense. Hybrid electric drive systems and advanced materials will make our products lighter, faster and better able to survive. Setting a new pace... United Defense
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18 Reaching Around the Globe
The National Guard’s State Partnership Program, the pairing of states and territories with emerging democracies around the world, has cemented sustained relationships that extend well beyond military matters. Today, relationships with 31 countries on four continents are helping foster political, economic and social ties that are improving regional stability and quality of life.

24 Still on Track
The Army Transformation Strategy is gaining momentum, but critics remain and many details—including the Army Guard’s specific role—have yet to emerge. The easiest part of fielding the new ‘Brigade Combat Teams,’ right now, might be learning to pilot the light- armored vehicles that will be their centerpiece.

26 The Guard on the Big Screen
Two of this summer’s biggest hit movies have a National Guard angle. The Perfect Storm, in part, recreates the heroics of an ill-fated Air Guard search-and-rescue mission over the Atlantic during one of the worst storms in United States history. The Patriot depicts the militia as the predecessor to the Guard—during the American Revolution.

30 Air Adventure
Air National Guard and Reserve crews handle the lion’s share of C-130 missions in Europe. The pace is hectic. And whether it’s ferrying passengers, supplies or equipment, the missions are never routine, which is why part-time Guard aircrews keep volunteering to come back.
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